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The University of Alabama in Huntsville

"Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."--John Adams

Students, staff serve
as guinea pigs for
alcohol awareness
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
On Oct. 13, a panel of UAH students
and-staff met at the Noojin House in
the name of science. The object of the
panel? To reach the .10 alcohol level,
the level at which a person is
considered legally drunk.
The Student Development Services
and the University Counseling
Advocacy Network (UCAN) sponsored
this event.
To get the experiment underway,
panelists chose whatever drink they
wanted. Among the variety of drinks
consumed that evening were rum and
coke, wine, and beer.
Officers from the Huntsville Police
Department monitored each person's
alcohol level with a breath analyzer.
Panelists took such routine tests as
.
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and standing on one foot while
counting to 30.
In a relaxed atmosphere, panelists
took the opportunity to question the
officers about the effects of alcohol. In
turn, the officers produced
photographs of alcohol-related traffic
fatalities, which quickly sobered some
panelists-even if only for a moment.
Throughout the evening, a video
camera recorded the effects of the
alcohol on each panelist. UCAN and
the Student Development Services
plans to show this tape, entitled
"Drinking Sensibly or Stupidly," on
Alcohol Awareness Day, Oct. 28. The
video will be shown between 1:30 and
2:30 p.m. in the University Center
Exhibit Hall A.
Alcohol Awareness Day will give
the UAH community a chance to see
if and how alcohol affects a panel of
n n n
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Campus police to start
issuing speeding tickets
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Reflections of twilight
Twilight surrounds the peaceful duck pond and offers students a chance
to relax and enjoy the sun before the last warm day of the season is gone.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

Speeders beware, the UAH campus
police are on thealert. With the number
of cars increasing on campus, UAH
Campus Police Chief Bud Nayman is
concerned with the number of drivers
who have been breaking the 25 mph
speed limit.
Students caught going over 25 mph
on campus will have to start facing the

consequences, which may include a
monetary fine of $10. Nayman and his
officers will also be cracking down on
drivers who do not stop for pedestrians
within crosswalks.
Nayman suggests that all drivers
observe a 10 mph speeding limit
within campus parking lots in order to
avoid unnecessary accidents. For
further information on campus safety
call 895-6594.

Survey reveals lack of AIDS education in America
by Judith Sheldon
King Features Syndicate
If you find
a discussion about
condom use in preventing AIDS
infection distasteful, consider this new
shocker from AIDS researchers: the
AIDS virus mutates faster than any
other known virus. This means that so
far no effective vaccine is on the
horizon, and it'B possible that we can
no longer be sure of how and when
infection may occur. That, in turn,
means the odds against infection are
reduced dramatically each time
someone neglects to take precautions.
Education is an important antiAIDS tool, but, so far, the results have
been mixed. For example, according to
Dr. Janet Lever, professor of sociology
at UCLA and consultant to the Rand
Corporation, the rate of infection
among the homosexual population has
slowed.
"This," she said, "shows that the
'safe sex' caution is reaching these
people."
However, she noted a
discouraging trend toward a rise in the
AIDS infection in the heterosexual
population which, she pointed out,
means that somehow these people are
"loving dangerously and paying the
price..."

Viruses such as those that cause individual packets of their products.
Dr. Lever believes women must take
herpes infections can pass into the
Good news. The American Heart
the lead in insisting on safer sexual
bloodstream throusrh a cut in the lip or Association says heart-related deaths
practices with their partners, and that
through ducts in the eyes. Don't share declined 25% in the last 10 years
includes knowing how to use condoms
cosmetics even with your best friends thanks to lowered dietary cholesterol,
to best effect.
and, certainly, don't have a makeup or controlling high blood pressure,
"But barring abstinence, she said,
skin care demonstration done in a maintaining proper weight and no
"condoms are the best way to prevent
department storeor beauty shop unless smoking.
the AIDS infection."
the demonstrator uses sealed
She cited a recent survey conducted
by Intimacy Today which revealed a
lack of knowledge about condoms
among women who, Dr. Lever pointed
out, "are at high risk of contracting
AIDS unless they either abstain or
have sex only with someone whom
A recent study of 300,000 younger
Washington, D.C.; San Francisco;
they can be sure didn't have sex with
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Essex County, New Jersey;
an AIDS carrier previously.
increasingly being infected with the
Manhattan, the Bronx, and Brooklyn,
"Most women thought a condom
AIDS
virus.
New York.
made of any material could be used.
Six geographic areas showed that
The study suggested that
For most sexually transmitted
10 or more of the 1,000 tested were
heterosexual transmission may
diseases that may be true, but the infected, and the male-to-female ratio
already be on the rise.
AIDS virus is so small it can easily be was almost equal. The six areas were
filtered through any material except
latex," she said.
For more complete information on
AIDS prevention, and for advice on
any product for intimate use, sexually
active women should consult their
Like Father, Like Son reviewed
page 8
gynecologists.
The Farm's unusual lifestyle
page 10
On a less dramatic but no less
A&M
mauls
UAH
in
weekend
soccer
game
...
page
13
important note, health authorities
warn against sharing cosmetics,
Perfect weather for fishing rodeo
page 14
especially lipsticks and eye makeup.

AIDS: women increasingly infected

Sep inside:
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National Alcohol Awareness Week underway
by Kathleen Adams
for The Exponent
Campuses around the nation are
preparing for the fourth annual
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (October 19-25),
making ready to test young people on
their knowledge of alcohol. How
responsible are college students about
drinking? Passing the Equivalence
Aptitude Test (E.A.T.) is a key measure
of how much students know about
alcohol consumption.
To pass the E.A.T. you must know
this simple but crucial formula: The
most common servings of beer (12
ounces), wine (5 ounces), and distilled
spirits (1 1/4 ounces) contain equal
Why are passing the E.A.T. and
being part of National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week so
important?
To be responsible,
everyone needs to know facts, not
myths about alcohol.
r a r too many accidents are caused
by young people who get behind the

wheel of a car thinking"I'm fine. I only caused by drunk drivers. And why twohad a few beers."Such misinformation thirds of all those arrested for DWI
is often deadly. Maybe that's why 50 "just had a few beers."
percent of all driving fatalities are
These common sense college

survival tips may also save lives
during the school year:

Common sense, common myths about alcohol1. Do not drive after your next
tailgate party or happy hour —
whether you have had beer, wine or
distilled spirits. One American dies in
an alcohol-related traffic accident
every 35 minutes. Better walk an extra
mile or spend the night at a friend's
than risk taking lives on the road.
2. Eat something — never drink on
an empty stomach. Eat before you go to
a party, eat while you are there. Solid
food like cheese can slow down the
alcohol absorbtion rate. If you are
throwing a party, serve lots of
munchies and plenty of mixers.
3. Do not be pushed into drinking
more than you can handle and do not
pressure your friends to keep up with
you. Everyone has an individual

tolerance. Let your friends pace
themselves.
4. Keep a watchful eye: Cocktails
should contain no more than one and
one fourth ounces of distilled spirits.
Wine is commonly no more than a five
ounce serving and a typical serving of
beer is 12 ounces. If you are mixing
your own drink use a shot glass to
measure the liquor.
5. Know yourself and your mood. If
you rarely drink, chugging a few beers
will affect you faster than it would
affect someone who is accustomed to
drinking. Your mood can also
influence the way you react to a drink.
If you are depressed over a test,
drinking will depress you further.
Here are some common and

dangerous myths abouc alcohol that
should be dispelled:
Myth # 1. You can pace yourself by
switching from liquor to beer or wine.
Wrong. You consume the same amount
of alcohol — and can get just as drunk
— from common servings of beer, wine
and liquor.
Mytb # 2. Coffee can sober you up if
you are drunk. Wrong again. Coffee
may wake you up, but it will not sober
you up. If you drink one too many and
then have a cup of coffee and drive, you
are just a wide-awake drunk behind the
wheel. Also, taking a cold shower will
not do the trick either. That is only
going to make you a wet drunk.

Will you 'drive for life' this weekend, asks MADD
by Lara Lee
intern reporter
Saturday, October 24, has been
chosen as the date of the first annual

Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
(MADD) "Drive for Life" campaign.
This national campaign's goal is to
raise public awareness of the daily
death toll due to drunk driving and to

lower the daily count from sixty-six to
zero.
MADD is working with state and
local police and the media to reduce
deaths and injuries on the non-holiday

weekend day in hopes that the gesture
will carry over throughout the year. So,
if you must drink this weekend, do your
part and let someone who is sober
drive.

Hunt steps up fight against
drug traffickers in state

Alcohol Awareness Day October 28, 1987
10:30 am - 3:30 pm

12:00 - 1:30 pm

FREE DRINKS
University Center Lobby
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVED
FEELING GOOD AGAIN
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Physiological, Spiritual, and Psychological
Perspectives on Alcohol Recovery. A lunch and
panel presentation by "Project Dialogue".
PANELISTS:
William Confer, PhD., Clinical Psychologist,
Coordinator of Adult Counseling Services
Division, Mental Health Center

Gov. Guy Hunt has issued an
executive order directing the Alabama
Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources to provide marine
police enforcement officers to assist the
Alabama Department of Public Safety
in the enforcement of narcotics laws.
The executive order was signed Sept.
30 and stated, "there is a tremendous
need for the enforcement of narcotics
laws in the coastal counties (Mobile
and Baldwin) of Alabama because of
the access these counties provide for
controlled substance smuggling from
outside the country and in the state of
Alabama.
"The Marine Police Division of the
Alabama Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources possesses the
manpower and equipment to greatly
enhance the effectiveness of the
Alabama Department of Public Safety
in these two counties as well as other
counties in Alabama in the

enforcement of the Alabama Uniform
Controlled Substance Act," it said.
The governor ordered the marine
police and the Alabama Department of
Public Safety to coordinate their
efforts to pursue drug investigations.
The governor added, "This assistance
should include but not be limited to
providing water transportation."
To facilitate a clear understandingof
the procedures to be followed by the
two state agencies, Hunt ordered an
operational plan be developed by the
department directors.
This is the second executive order
that Hunt has issued asking
department directors to work
cooperatively when fighting
the war
against drugs. In March, the governor
asked ABC agents to work with
Alabama Department of Public Safety
agents and local law enforcement
officers during drug investigations for
the first time in eight years.

(Tlovies "PRINCE'OF' DARKNESS"

MATINEES )

^ Michael Douqla^t
Glenn Close

Robert Wise, Ed.D., Licensed Professional
Counselor
Chaplain from Bradford at Huntsville
$3.50, Reservations can be made by calling 536-9441,
deadline is Noon on October 26, 1987.
1:30 - 2:30 pm

2:30 - 3:00 pm

DRINKING SENSIBLY OR STUPIDLY
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Your reflexes don't lie.
Come see how alcohol affects SGA President,
Mike Fairbanks and other campus personalities.

modison sq. 0

HELD
OVER

cinema

NAB CONTEST
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Non-Alcoholic Beverage recipes submitted by UAH
students and/or student organizations will be
judged.
$50.00 AWARDED for the best recipe. You must be
be present to win.

Sponsored by the University Counseling Advocacy
Network and Student Development Services (895-6203)

Starts Friday, Oct. 23
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Chivalry alive and well in Huntsville
by Steve Robinson
for The Exponent

arts and costumes. Members of the
local group meet on a regular basis to
suit-up in armor and "enter the lists" of
Lord Joseph Fionnghail of combat. Safety regulations are
Castelton, Daniel du Bonnet D'la Crue, stringent and strictly enforced, and
Lord Gordon MacBlayr de Gallowaye, injuries are extremely rare.
The armor, often carefully
Shadek of Skardstind, Lady
Shoshannah von Leheru, Araman- researched and historically accurate,
diyya the Harper...names you need to comprises a wide variety of protective
know for History 101 and 102? Not garb, from cleverly assembled leather
quite. These are the names of a few of pieces, to museum-quality recon
the local members of the Society for structions of medieval helmets; the reCreative Anachorisms (S.C.A.). enactment is as accurate and realistic
Founded in Berkley, California in as possible.
In addition to the combat and
1967. The group has its origins in a
combination of science fiction costumery, there are other pastimes
conventions and renaissance fairs and
has grown from a few enthusistic
:After 5 drinks.
medievalists to a nation-wide
organization numbering nearly 25,000
members.
The S.C.A. is a non-profit,
educational organization. Its purpose
is the study, recreation, and
preservation of the best of the arts,
crafts, and customs of the period from
600 A.D. to 1600 A.D. Members come
from all walks of life and backgrounds,
meeting on weekends to teach, learn,
share and enjoy life as it should have
been in the Middle-Ages — no famine,
n.o plague, no slavery, and plenty oi
indoor plumbing!
While not the only activities pursued
by the S.C.A., two of the most popular
are the recreation of medival martial

•••••••••••••

Desperately Needed
The Exponent needs a production
assistant. For more information,
call 895-6090.

*••••••••••••
STUDENTS STOP

including cooking, metal working,
calligraphy, heraldry, painting, needle
work, jewelry making, herbology,
music, woodworking, dancing, poetry
and weaving. These are but a few of the
sciences and arts which are
researched, practiced, and shared by
the members of the S.C.A.
There are S.C.A. groups all across
North America, as well as in parts of
Europe, and Australia. The
organization is divided into kingdoms,
principalities, baronies, shires, and
cantons. The states of Alabama,
Georgia, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Lousiana, Arkansas, and the Florida

Panhandle comprise the kingdom of
Meridies. In Alabama there is one
barony and a number of shires and
cantons, including the Shire of An Dun
Tiene here in Huntsville.
The group welcomes all inquiries,
and would be happy to have visitors at
any of its meetings. For information
regarding meeting dates, or to learn
more about the S.C.A., call Alan
Lowery (721-1805), Dan Gannon (8370973), or Joe Fennell (883-6208).
Chivalry is not dead! It is alive and
well, and a living part of the Society for
Creative Anachronisms.

Student Government
Elections
Will be held November 17 & 18

j

Applications/Nominations ore being accepted storting
Wednesday, October 14for the following positions:

|
|]

5GA LEGISLATOR
(Eight twelve-month positions)

THROWING YOUR
MONEY AWAY

STUDENT AFFAIRS ADVISORY BOARD
REPRESENTATIVE from the School of
Primary Medical Care
(one position)

Invest in your
future while enjoying
the luxury of your
own Nautilus room,
tennis courts, or
soothing hot tub.
Stepping Stone
Condominiums is now
offering a special
financing package to
full time students
with a minimum
down payment.

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE for the
ASSOCIATION for CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT (A.C.E.)
(three positions)

Applications may be picked up at the University Center Information Desk.
Applications MUST be turned in to UC 100 by Wednesday,
October 28 at 5:00 p/n.

for more information call
830-0721 or stop by our office
STEPPING STONE CONDOMINIUMS
1155 Old Monrovia Road

Open daily 10 to 6

Get Involved!!!
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editorials and letters
"The pen is mightier than the sword

Commuting to UAH is test of nerves, test of Christian faith for Andriulli
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor

.

I claim to be as Christian a driver as Dossihle. If this is true, then the
test of faith is the daily commute—a test I often fail.
Case in point: It is nearly 10:00 p.m. and I just got out of lab after a
long day of academics that started at8 a.m. My brain has shifted into
neutral for the first time all day and it temporarily forgets that the sign
savs. ''Right tuni on red after stop." As I sit inanely concentrating on
the red light and not the clear intersection, a screech of tires sounds off
from behind, followed by insistent honking. A look in the mirror
reveals a pair of headlights emerging from the trunk and a rudely
gesturing figure behind the wheel. "I guess he wants us to go," my
brain concludes. I go. The large white Chrysler product narrowly
misses my bumper as it pulls out to roar past. "Tell this guy what a jerk
he is!" emotion orders. I do. Mv left hand automatically issues that
lowly regarded signal of ill-affections. The other driver decides to take
time away from his busy schedule of menacing society to nearly run
me off the road and return the affections. He does, and then speeds to
the next light, which is red. I am faced with a choice. Do I pull up next
to Godzilla and continue our conversation or do I do the Christian
Thing? I choose the latter, taking an alternate route and arriving
home car intact, but ego in shambles.

And so it goes:
Deadlines, football, and Linda Ellerbee

by Ed Dravecky III
news reporter

The word deadline came into
being during the Civil War. At the
Andersonville prison, any prisoner
who crossed over the "dead-line"
was shot, dead.
Though the penalty for going
past deadlines is no longer quite
that severe, complications can
result.
Okay, at this point you are
wondering, "Should I finish
reading this column? Who is this
Dravecky guy anyway? What ever
happened to Kephart? Who first
ate raw oysters and why?"
To answer your questions, in
order:
Absolutely.
The new
proofreader. Novy the lead singer
for Menudo. Does anybody really
want to know?
If you are still reading at this
point, you are now wondering, "I
thought this column was going to
be about deadlines?" Well, it is.
The general deadline for articles
here at The Exponent is the
Wednesday before publication. As
I sit here typesetting this
masterpiece (This is my first
editorial. How'm I doing so far?) it
is nearly 10 p.m. on Monday night.
If I were not the proofreader and
a person with the ability to typeset
my own stuff, I would have gotten
a form letter vaguely threatening
to bring back the original penalty
just for little ol' me.
I'm by no means the only person
who ever misses deadlines.
Haven't you ever put off that big

On reflection I know! did the right thing. I am safe, my car is in one
piece and my insurance premiums are stable. But the more I reflect, the
madder I get. This one aggressive driver violated my space, forced me
to change my route. Nothing would have given me greater pleasure
than to park my Omni in his velour lined truck, to take a bazooka and
immolate that Chrysler forever or any number of gratuitously violent,
revenge fantasies. But common decency and Christianity teach that
things are better off if situations like this are put to rest...Then again, if
I turn the other cheek, this guy is going to shoot the gap and cut in front
of me. He can't do that. I won't let him. This is my space. He can wait
for me.
Such are my thoughts during the Great Collective Frustrations that
is rush hour. It is amazing to look at the spontaneous cooperative effort
of mass-commuting and imagine the emotions that are, and
sometimes are not, held at bay. "Common decency and Christianity"
usually win out and frustrations are vented in other areas, such as
nebulous, rambling editorials. One day, I fear the well of decency will
come up dry when my precious little space is violated and characters
like Godzilla will not get off soeasy. Until then, I will try to drive with a
cool head and keep my collision coverage updated. If that is not
possible, I'll be in the market for a good used bazooka.
_

"•»B"V
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The Exponent invites concise letters to the editor. We reserve the right to
edit lengthy letters and we do not correct grammatical errors.
Letters to the editor must be signed to be considered for publication. All
letters should be typed, double spaced, and should include the writer's address,
telephone number, and student number. The Exponent will withhold
writers' names upon request, but the letters must be signed to be considered for
publication.

term paper until the night before
it's due. Then you work all night
and morning to finish it and rush
to class without doing any type of
proofreading on it and it turns out
that your fingers were off of the
"home keys" and your eleven page Dear Ms. Rodriguez:
wonderwork appears to have been
Over the past several months, I have
done in Serbo-Croatian.
become increasingly troubled by the
No?? Maybe it is just me.
conduct of some members of the press,
Anyway, the NFL players particularly some members of the
finally caved in and went back to White House press corps. Several
work last week. However, they weeks ago, a presidential press
missed their deadline (notice how I conference deteriorated into a shouting
managed to work that in) by one match between a group of reporters.
What apparently began as a two
day.
reporters inadvertently speaking at
So as a penalty, they forfeit yet the same time, resulted in several
another week's pay! Poor guys reporters bickering among themselves
were only making 10 times the while President Reagan, patiently and
average American's salary. And silently, stood waiting.
A more recent incident occurred
they were forced to work for over
three hours a week. No wonder Monday, October 6, at a Rose Garden
ceremony for some distinguished
they struck.
And finally
(Not only are my teachers. Following the ceremony,
columns lighter than Kephart's, CBS-TV reporter Bill Plante, and ABCthey're shorter!), speaking of TV reporter Sam Donaldson, and
others, began shouting questions to
football, there were actually three President
Reagan. When some of the
upsets in college gridiron action President's guests objected to the tone
this past weekend: Alabama over and timing of the reporters' questions,
Tennessee, Syracuse over Penn Mr. Donaldson replied, "He's (Reagan)
State, and Auburn over Georgia a grown man and he can take care of
Tech.
himself." Another reporter replied,
"But I thought..." you think. No, "The First Amendment applies here as
Tech's loss was not a football well as anywhere else." (Quotes from
October 6, 1987 Huntsville Times
upset, just a personal one.
article by Christopher Connell of the
Lloyd Dobyns stole it from his Associated Press).
parents, Linda Ellerbee stole it
The First Amendment states,
from Lloyd Dobyns, and today, I "Congress shall make no law
hereby steal it from Linda Ellerbee. respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
And so it goes.

Conduct of White House press corps
deteriorates to constant bickering

Nicaragua must not be allowed to use
that excuse in the future. President
Reagan has said that he supports the
Arias plan but does not see that Contra
aid makes the Central American peace
plan unworkable.
Due to the Nobel Peace Prize, the
scrutinity of the world upon our
hemisphere will be increased as the
Arias plan unfolds. Let us hope that
any wrench in the workings of peace
will not have "Made in America"
stamped boldly on it.

exercise therof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or of
the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of
grievances."
The First Amendment guarantees
the right to a free press, but it makes no
statement about the behavior of the
press. It would seem that the authors of
the First Amendment had such faith in
people and in the integrity of the press
that they felt that it was unnecessary
and improper to legislate behavior.
The press has the right, and, in fact,
an ethical and moral obligation to seek
out and report the truth. This search
for accurate, truthful reporting of the
news does not require disrespect,
arrogance, or rudeness. The job of
reporters in the White House press
corps is to gather and accurately report
the news, not to rudely engage in
shouting matches in an attempt to
grab headlines or prime television
time.
At the time when the First
Amendment was written, society
demanded that politicians, and
reporters, conduct themselves as
"proper and refined" gentlemen and
ladies. Whether or not an individual
agrees with the policies of President
Reagan, he is the President and
deserves the respect due that office.
Whether or not an individual agrees
with the ideology of the man, Ronald
Reagan, he is deserving of the respect
and consideration due such a
gentleman. Reporters can, and should
carry out their jobs as professionals.
Professional journalists respect both
the institution of the Presidency and
the individual holding theoffice.
It would be an insult to journalism,
professionalism, and to our society, if
we were to use the First Amendment to
excuse what might be called "just plain
bad manners." The reporters of the
White House press corps might
remember the lesson of the legendary
school teacher who washed out a
student's mouth with soap for using
"bad" language, when they behave so
rudely at a reception for teachers at the
President's home.

Sincerely,
Andy Horn

Yours truly,
Bruce E. Tucker

Costa Rican President Arias awarded Nobel for peace plan while
Schultz and Reagan call for $270 million in aid to Contras
To the editor
that the $270 million is needed to
On the same day Costa Rica's support the Contra's political
president Arias received the Nobel movement within that country. Not
Peace Prize for promoting his Central only is this forbidden under the Arias
American peace plan, U.S. Secretary of plan, it would also be inexcusable
State George Schultz repeated meddling in support in Nicaragua as
that Contra aid has been Nicaragua's President Reagan claims, their fellow
million in aid to the Contra rebels in Nicaraguans will put them in power in
Nicaragua.
municipal elections already scheduled
The Arias plan specifically denies for 1988 and the national elections
outside aid to any insurgency scheduled for 1988.
movement working to overthrow the
President Arias himself has said
government of any of its signers.
that Contra aid has been Nicaragua's
Even if Nicaragua complies with the primary excuse for stalling democracy
peace plan and implements a U.S. and restricting civil liberties in that
approved democracy, Mr. Schultz says country. Mr. Arias has also said that

"""
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Interest in photography developes into award-winning talent
by Stephen Awoniyi
features reporter
Sometime if you walk down the
corridor in the University Center

building you may just notice a display
box mounted on the wall that frames
pictures on display. On one occasion,
several months ago, these pictures
brought me to meet Gene Garrett, who

Gene Garrett

is Bursar at UAH. I had just emerged
from one of the offices in the building
and stopped to admire the set of
photographs on display and feeling a
little brisk that afternoon I had done a
little heel-clicking hop as I moved off.
The tall man approaching from the
other end of the corridor eyed me
amusedly and mumbled "not bad" to
my little act. Moments later I asked the
information desk how I might be able
to contact Gene Garrett, whose name
appeared on the picture exhibits on the
wall and I was directed to go to the
Bursar's office. I stepped in the door,
and shook hands with the same man I
had met earlier in the corridor.
Gene Garrett grew up in
Birmingham, Alabama. There, as a
high school student he took a job with a
business that can only be compared to
the modern automated passport photo
machines. However the procedure here
was more primitive. A camera was
mounted, in the wall, which had been
pre-focussed and preset.
When a customer came along, the
booth attendant sat him down and
made him "look good" and then he shot
a picture of him. This the young
Garrett did, and then he ran into the
darkroom and made three quick prints
for a quarter. Later when Garrett took
another job, it was as a darkroom
technician in a laboratory that
"collected baskets of Kodak film from
drug stores." His enduring interest in
photography only developed, however,
when using the little camera that he
owned ("just like anybody else") he
discovered that he was not making
pictures that looked nearly as good as
many that he saw, particularly in
magazines. So he started to apply
himself to learn more and improve his
skill. He had one advantage—he was
growing up in an environment that
enhanced the appreciation of art. His
father was an artist who painted in oil.
Gene Garrett has lived in Huntsville

for about twenty years. He started here
as a real estate broker, and worked
very successfully as a salesman, but
eventually, he desired a change. So in
1973, he registered as a student at
UAH. He later graduated with top
honors and two majors (Economics
adn Slavic Area Studies). During his
student years he held a job at UAH,
and continued upon graduation. In
1979, he became Supervisor of Student
Accounts and Loans, and the title was
subsequently changed to Bursar.
Gene Garrett's present collection of
photographs number about 300, some
ninety-five percent of these being black
and white prints, the medium in which
he mostly works. He also possesses
numerous slides. Garrett has entered a
large number of these photographs in
many competitions and exhibitions.
In 1984, he was awarded first place
for 'Outstanding Black and White
Print' by the Huntsville Photo Society.
The same print that won that award
has won several others including First
place (plus cash prize) at the Danadell
Gallery in Houston, Texas, and also
Third place at the Yellowstone Art
Gallery in Billings, Montana.
Another print titled "What Price
Glory" that captured the bored
expression on the face of a young boy
playing war games as part of Burritt
Museum's repertoire (Garrett believes
the expression can be matched to
genuine truth about soldiers and wars)
placed second at the Alabama
Historical Society competition.
'Barn No. 4' is an interesting linear
effect photograph that was selected by
Photographers' Forum in its national
competition and it was printed in the
book 'Best of Photography, 1986'. In
addition Garrett's pictures have been
honorably selected for HALMA
exhibits in Huntsville on three
occasions. On a few occasions,
coordinated with his daughter, who is
(continued on page 9)

Jess Walter provides catch-all letter
to parents for busy college students
by Jess Walter
for The Exponent
So you still haven't written your
parents.
Don't worry about it. I haven't
written your parents either.
But I know what you're thinking.
What can I possibly tell my parents
that they didn't know about me when
I moved out, in 1978? Don't worry, I'll
handle it for you.
Just clip the following letter, check
the appropriate boxes, toss it in the
mail, and sleep peacefully tonight.
Dear ()Mom, () Dad, () Baffled Parole
Officer,
College is () groovy, () really, really
groovy, () like prison without all the
nice guys.
My roommates is/are Ogroovy, () a
biker who parts his hair down his
spine, () eleven nymphomaniacs of the
opposite sex.
I really () miss you, () can't seem to
remember who,exactly, you are, ()wish
you'd tell me where you moved.
The best thing about college is () the
diversity of opinion,() the diversity of
beer brands, () too much for me to
afford.
I have to decided to major in
() business, () pool, () alcohol retention.
My classes are ()intellectually
stimulating and emotionally
gratifying, () the same ones I flunked
last quarter, () probably being held
somewhere on campus.
Since I've been at college I've
realized that ()all those things you told
me in high school are true, () I never
went to high school, () I can fart louder
than my roommate.
When you come visit me I want you
to () meet all my friends, () bring me
some friends, () bail my friends out of
jail.
The last time I saw you () I realized
how much you mean to me, () I didn't

recognize you, () was too soon.
Sorry I haven't called, () I spend all
my time studying, () sold the phone to
buy back my plasma.
Could you send some more money? I
() need to buy an annual, () haven't
eaten anything solid in three years,
() should really take some classes while
I'm here.
Most of all I want to say how much ()
I love you, () money all the other
students get from their parents, ()
cottage cheese it takes to fill a guitar
case. Nine pounds.
Say hi to () my beloved siblings,
() fight promoter Don King, () anyone
you see who looks like Richard
Dawson.
OWith love, () With nagging
discomfort, () Send Cash.
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar ____________
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA- ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

1

J
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Classifieds
PERSONALS

HEALTH INFO.

FOR SALE

Original Heavy metal band needs
drummer. Must have drive, ambition,
and be willing to practice with the band 23 times per week. For information/audi
tion call Robbie at 859-0359 after 6 p.m.

Living Room Suites. Sofa Sleepers, New
$195.00 and up. Dining room furniture
starting at $169.95 and up. Used office
desks $65 00. Call 539-6399.

PREGNANT
NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

AUTOS FOR SALE

Reward Offered. (Sentimental value).
Please call 883-6123.

Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testini.. family planning,
aboitio.ns, women's health care &
couuseiino. All servicesconfidential. 131
Long.-a,d Drive. 533-9228.
Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat.
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
243.

Happy
Halloween

1972 Toyota Corona Mark II Station
Wagon. Ugly but dependable. New
tires, AM/FM cassette. Manual trans.
$500. Call Marylyn 721-9191 (W) or 536536-7628 (H).

CLASSIFIEDS — $3.00 for 30 words
or less. A $1.00 for each additional 10
words.

20. Over (poet.)
21. Lofty
mountain
22. Cry, as
a dove
23. Decay
25. Finnish
seaport
26. Sesame
27. Finish
29. Title of
respect
31. Often
(poet.)
34. Cigarette
(slang)
36. Foamy top
of a wave
37. Bends over
38. Riding whip
39. Wandering
workman
40. Fills with
solemn
wonder
42. Soon
43. Flutter
44. Greek god
of war
46. Property
(L.)
48. Swiss
canton

42. Milkfish
45. One who
rows a boat
47. Of the moon
49. Fat
50. Flock
51. Upright
supports
52. Trigono
metric
functions
DOWN
1. Fellow
2. Long-eared
rodent
3. Birds, as
a class
4. Place
5. Foe
6. Mournful
7. A sov
ereign's
headdress
8. Large con
stellation
9. Wading
bird
10. Watched
narrowly
17. White linen
robe (Eccl.)
19. Enclosure

(solutions to
crossword puzzles,
MagicMaze on page 14)

DOWN
1 Nomad, e.g.
2 Speedy

1

2

3—4

5

7

12

11
14

15

17

w19

tf

2~2~

3 Diamonds:
slang
4 Doesn't
feel good
5 Accomplish
6 Discern the
difference
7 Archie's
daughter

7

8

y

10

1

1
11
13

•

15

21

22

"

•1
27

133

39

•

T~

•

8

40

|41

45
49

150

\ Few spare Hours? Receive/ forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hard you pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ
85731.
Travel Promoters Wanted
EARN HIGH COMMISSIONS plus
FREE TRIPS! FANTASTIC BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME!
Meet people and gain recognition on
your campus as an Entertainment Tours
Spring Break Trip Campus Represent
ative. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.

51

152

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. M/F.
Summer & Career opportunities (will
train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
CALL. NOW 206-736-0775 Ext. CI 11.

MagicMaze
PLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ol words Look at the puzzle. You'll find these words
in all directions — honzontally. vedically. diagonally. Backwards Draw a circle around
each letter of a word lound in the puzzle, then strike it oil the list. Circling it will show a
letter has been used but will eave it visible should it also torm pad ol another word Find
the Big words first. When letters ol all listed words are circled, you II have Ihe given
number ol letters left over. They'll spell out Ihe answer

I O O N G B E C F A U I R

Airlines now Hiring.
Reservationists, stewardesses
and ground crew positions
available. Call 1-619-565-1630
for details. 24 hours.

HOUSING
Fabulous Buy
Why pay rent? Save on utilities, average
$40 per month. 1984 Eagle Mobile
Home. 2-Bedrooms; Air-Condition.
Move or stay. $12,500. Call after five,
883-5269.

A T T R D A U O L S R D E
N R T F T O N R A T N
I

I

L

E T A O M O

13

L C R C P L M C B C N P B

T6-

O N B

I

P

O

L E O R R N A R O L

I

C L E T U D E H T P M L

8 Lucky rolls
13 Cruise-ship
compartment
15 Trudge
19 Honest
politician?
21 Concerning

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at Home.
No experience needed. W-Cottage
Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins Norman,
Oklahoma 73069

46

O E E A O A

11

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

20

23

32

38

"

S P O R A R T S E H C R O

21

20

4

3

HINT: Classical great (4 letters)

To~

9

2

E R O C N E L B M E S N E

One-Minute
Crossword

SI

1

Help Wanted
Part-time, Warehouse odd job work
available. No experience necessary. Call
533-1111 - Weekdays 9-5; Saturday 10-4.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W., suite
222. Norman, OK 73069.

King Crossword

ACROSS
1 Threesomes
7 "Heavens
to Betsy!"
9 Boutonniere
locale
10 "Let It — "
11 Egg: prefix
12 McKenzie
Bros.' show
14 Beatty epic
16 Plural of
10 Across
17 He: French
18 Father of
Rachel
20 Contemporary
exercises
22 Governor

Help Wanted
All positions. All hours, part
time or full time.
Male or
Female. Please come by Texican
Taco Co., at 2313 Wnitesburg
Drive between 2-5 p.m.

533-3526

LOST: Large silver bangle bracelet.

ACROSS
1. Run after
6. Frighten
11. Port
12. Dress
13. Rugged
mountain
crest
14. Motherless
calf (West
U.S.)
15. Foot-like
part (anat.)
16. Mother
18. Upland
plain
19. A marking
post (Aero.)
21. Measure
of land
24. Exist
25. Devoured
28. Diving birds
30. A spring
bird (north
U.S.)
32. Kettle
33. Whether
35. A plait
36. Art
38. Scorch
41. Depart

HELP WANTED

T D

I

I

Room mate wanted. Governors' House
Apartments.
$120/month.
Fully
furnished. With Tennis Courts and
swimming pool. With in walking distance
to UAH. Call Brett Miller at 895-9723.

M T U E O C A R E

A P A S O N O O P O

For rent: Garage efficiency apartment
in southeast. Very reasonable rent for
quiet, non-smoker student. Call
881-3062 after 5:00.

C E N O H P O L Y X S T W
H A R M O N

I

C H O R U S

A—Alto; B—Band, Bellows, Bolero; C—Chorus, Con
certo, Corda; D—Diapason, Drum; E—Encore, Ensemble,
Etude; F—Facile, Flat; H—Harmonic; I—Impromptu;
L—Libretto; M—Measure, Minuet; O—Orchestra, Organ;
P—Pitch, Polonaise, Portamento; R—Rondo; S—Score,
Soprano, Staccato; T—Tempo, Trio; X—Xylophone

For quiet students
2 oversized bedrooms with oversized
bath. Private entrance, swimming pool
for summer.
Need references.
$200/month plus deposit.
Leave
message on recorder 852-3377.
Location: Wall Triana - Hwy 63; 12
minutes from Maston Lake Rd.

LOOK TO THE CLASSIFIEDS

For signs of life, check the pulse...

pulse:
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campus events
and announcements

Applications now accepted for 1988 Truman scholarship
Camera club urges
shutterbugs to come
to meeting this week
A meeting has been scheduled to
take place, on Tuesday, October 27, for
any individuals who have an interest
in photography. A very diverse range
of knowledge and capabilities about
photography is welcome. The time for
the meeting will be 5 p.m. in room 127
of the University Center.
The
organization has interest to carry out
certain projects and requires student
assistance. Assignments can be
worked around a flexible time frame.
Interested persons who cannot make
the meeting time can call in at the
Bursar's office (205) 895-6226 and talk
to Gene Garrett.

Joint meeting of
communications
groups planned
Does the word "forensics" coniure
images of an old "Quincy" rerun? Pi
Kappa Delta and the UAH Forensic
Team would like to introduce you to the
world of forensics, or competitive
speech.
Members travel to other colleges and
universities across the nation to
compete in a variety of speech
divisions, such as informative and
persuasive speaking, dramatic
interpretation, "after dinner"
speaking (a humorous speech) and
debate.
The membership of Pi Kappa Delta
and the Forensic Tearn will hold a joint
meeting on Thursday, October 22 at
noon in room 101 D, Morton Hall.
Interested students are invited to
"brown bag it" and join us for lunch!
For more information, contact Dr.
Rita Kirk Whillock in the Communica
tion Arts Department at 895-6645.

UAH sophomores interested in a
career in government service at the
federal, state, or local level are invited
to apply for a 1988 Harry S. Truman
Scholarship.
Established by Congress in 1975, the
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Founda
tion operates an ongoing educational
scholarship program designed to
provide opportunities for outstanding
U.S. students with potential leadership
ability to prepare for careers in
government service.
In April 1988, the Foundation will
award 105 scholarships nationally.

Recipe contest offers scholarships for healthful recipes
by Pamela Richard
College students can win thousands
of dollars in scholarship money by
creating a healthful recipe that uses
Sweet 'N Low and can be prepared
without a conventional kitchen.
The "Sweet 'N Low Grade 'A' Recipe
Contest" features a Grand Prize of
$5,000, First Prize of $2,000 and Second
Prize of $1,000. University, college or
culinary school employees who are
members of The National Association

"It seems as if every time you open a
magazine or newspaper these days,"
Dr. Jeffrey Garber says, "there is
another article about the importance of
regular screening examinations for
hypertension, cholesterol levels, and
other health indicators and
conditions. The trouble is that this
information comes from various
sources, sometimes conflicting. What
most of us need is a simple, sensible,
cost-efficient, and effective set of
health screening guidelines we can
follow through life."
Dr. Garber is an assistant professor
of family medicine at the School of
Primary Medical Care and the director

help meet the unique needs and diverse
demands of the returning student.
Anyone interested over the age of 25 is
welcome to come and be a part of
S.O.T.A.

HOPE Place honors all who provide
time and service to organization
In conjunction with Domestic
Violence Month, the HOPE Place
Board and Staff were proud to
announce their 1987 HOPE Place
Awards.
The honorees were recognized at a
reception Tuesday night at the
Alabama Space and Rocket Center.
HOPE Place is a non-profit
corporation offering help to families
affected by domestic violence in

Cherokee, DeKalb, Jackson,
Limestone, Madison, Marshall and
Morgan counties.
These awards are a very special
THANK YOU to all those individuals
and organizations contributing
record amounts of time, offering
essential services and helping raise the
funding necessary to continue the
work being done by HOPE Place.

complete rules are being sent to food
service directors at more than 600
colleges that are members or the
National Association of College &
University Food Services. Entry forms
are also available by sending a selfaddressed stamped envelope by
December 15, 1987 to: Sweet 'N Low
Entry Form, P.O. Box 1901, New York,
NY 10116
Entries must be postmarked by
December 31, 1987 and received by
January 10,1988.

of the UAH-Huntsville Hospital
Family Practice Residency Program.
On Tuesday evening, October 20 in the
UAH Clinical Science Center Lecture
Hall, he gave a free public seminar on
"Health Screening Tests."
The seminar focused on specific
screening tests that were recom
mended at certain intervals of life.
Things discussed were frequency and
methodology of blood pressure testing,
breast exams, Pap smears,
electrocardiograms, chest X-rays,
cholesterol and blood sugar levels,
colon exams, hearing and vision
testing, AIDS testing, and other
screening tests that people may have

Chi Omega
kid-napp
is coming!!!!

questions about.
The seminar took a preventive
medicine approach. October is
national Family Health Month, a time
when family physicians throughout
the country emphasize simple effective
guidelines for achieving and
maintains » good health.
Dr. Gr ber's seminar on "Health
Screening Tests" is part of the
PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH free
public lecture series presented on the
third Tuesday of each month by the
family medicine faculty of the UAH
School of Primary Medical Care.
The seminars are held in the UAH
Clinical Science Center Lecture Hall,
at Governors Drive and Gallatin Street
across grom Huntsville Hospital. The
parking lot is entered from Gallatin
Street. Please phone the UAH School
of Primary Medical Care Communica
tions Office, 536-5511, extension 454,
for further information.
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Huntsville Literary Association brings
A Midsummer Night's Dream to town
The Huntsville Literary Association
is bringing William Shakespeare's
imaginitive romantic comedy, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, to
Huntsville Monday night. The North
Carolina Shakespeare Festival's
Outreach '87 touring production will
present one of the Bard's funniest
and finest plays.
The performance will be at Lee

of College & University Food Services
are also eligible to win $2,000 in
scholarship money for their schools to
be used for education or training.
The recipes must be suitable for
preparation in a residence-hall room
using only small appliances such as a
toaster oven, blender, wok, compact
microwave or small refrigerator. They
will be judged on the basis of
healthfulness, taste, originality, ease
of preparation and appearance.
Posters with entry forms and

Garber leads public seminar on health screening tests
as part of PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH lecture series

SOTA continues Thursday meetings
S.O.T.A., a suppport group for
Students Over the Traditional Age,
continues to meet each Thursday at
12:15 in room 133 of the University
Center.
S.O.T.A. is dedicated to trying to

The deadline for all 1988 applica government.
tions is December 1, 1987.
Interested students should submit a
UAH can nominateas many as three letter of application, a statement of
students for the 1988 competition. The career plans, a list of past publicscholarship award covers eligible service activities or other leadership
expenses up to $7,000 per year for the positions, a current transscript, and a
junior year, the senior year, and two 600-word essay discussing a public
years of graduate study.
policy issue of their choice to Dr. Ann
To be eligible, a student must be a Boucher, Truman Scholarship Repre
full-time sophomore working toward or sentative, Madison Hall 333, by
planning to pursue a baccalaureate November 16.
For additional
degree, have a "B" average or information, contact Dr. Boucher at
equivalent, stand in the upper fourth of 895-6450.
the class, and be a U.S. citizen or U.S.
national heading toward a career in

High School's auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Professor Jerry Mebane of the UAH
English Department will give the preperformance lecture at 6:30 p.m. There
is plenty of free parking with a security
gaurd on duty. Tickets are now on sale
at the Arts Council office at the VBCC.
Tickets are $8 for students and HLA
members, and $10 for adults.
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Meager crowd turns out for Wopat
grin and relaxed style, could not have
been missed by the ladies, one of whom
described his voice as "clear, strong,
and very sexy."
Wopat performed songs by Sting,
Billy Joel, and Bruce Hornsby as well
as other artists. He also performed
several original pieces in his hour and
a half show.
One original piece was a snappy love
song to a "big horned sheep." Another
was a funny little love song describing
the chemical "attractions" that
produce salt.
"Think of all the love you eat when
you salt your meat," sang Wopat.
No matter what the words were

by Judith Baer
features reporter
Last Thursday, Oct. 15, the UAH
Cabaret welcomed a young musician to
the UC Cafeteria.
Dave Wopat
performed his "high-tech pop rock"
style of music to a meager crowd of
around 30 people.
Dressed in sneakers, jeans and a
football jersey, the young New York
rocker, who holds a degree in
chemistry, could have easily slipped
into one of our freshman classes and
Dave Wopat entertains a small crowd at gone unnoticed. Well, unnoticed by
the UC cafeteria, (photo by Ricky Howard) guys maybe. Wopat with his boyish

saying, Wopat held his audience's
attention not by his sequencer,
synthesizer, or programmable drums,
but by his compelling voice which
ruled the night.
Wopat's rendition of "Allentown"
was excellent as was his rendition of
Jackson Browne's "America." Often
when an up-and-coming musician does
songs by other artists, the response
from tbe audience is less than
favorable, but Wopat's unique, easy
style and good voice won the crowd,
whatever the material.
The event did experience a low
(continued on page 10)

Like Father, Like Son is like stupid, says Tillery
by Andrea Tillery
features editor
I saw a film today, oh boy, and it was
a consummate waste of time, money
and energy. "Like Father, Like Son" is
meant, I suppose, to be a cute
Disneysque story based on the premise
that walking the proverbial mile in
someone else's equally proverbial
moccasins gives one an understanding
of that person.
I've never touched a moccasin in my
life; maybe that's why my general
reaction to this gimmicky vehicle for

cute Dudley Moore and cute Kirk
Cameron ("Ick, bleah, ptui") was as
simple and inarticulate as the movie
itself. The plot or substitute thereof
was this: through the accidental
ingestion of "brain transference
serum," Dr. Hammond and his son
trade bodies (or minds, or scripts, or
whatever). After seeing Moore and
Cameron in other roles, I was
convinced that there were precious few
brain cells to work with on either side.
Anyway, neither father nor son is
particularly delighted with the
transfer, and the remainder of the

eight-I mean two-hours is spent on
their struggles to return to the former
status quo. Big deal; I suspect that
anything stolent from "Freaky
Friday" (Disney Studios, circa 1976) is
bound to be an exercise in insipid
silliness. There simply isn't much
potential for anything better.
There are. however, a lot of the usual
teenybopper (Is that still a word?)
viewpoints on credit cards, cars and
girls—which shows which audience
this revolting little epic aims to please.
Maybe it's unfair to expect a 17-year-

Flick Picks

¥ The Association for Campus Entertainment ¥
^

Special Events presents:

^

¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥

old posterchild for Clearasil to act as
well as Olivier, but Kirk Cameron
doesn't have to be so vapid, does he?
As for Dudley Moore, well, he gave
better performances as one of Susan
Anton's ankle bracelets. Sean Astin
(son of John Astin, a.k.a. Gomez
Adams) merely stands around looking
incredulous. The bottom line is that the
money used to make this tired little
saga should have gone for something
more worthwhile-say, acting lesson
for its stars.

by Bradley Elson
King Features Synd.
"Big Shots" — Don't misunderstand
me. I like kids. However, I've really
reached my limit where movies about
teenagers and their escapades are
concerned. This film
is centered
around two urban boys. It stars Ricky
Busker and Darius McCrary. What
more can I say? If you can tolerate yet
another teen expose, go see it. (*1/2)
"Like Father, Like Son" — What a

{Homecoming 1987 *

stroke of genius in casting — Dudley
Moore and Kirk Cameron! Both are
extremely talented and delightful in
their own right. Pairing them doubles
the pleasure. As the titles explains,
they portray a father and a son. The
father's a doctor who comes across a
magic serum. When they both partake
of this concoction, they exchange
minds. You can well imagine the
hysteria which follows. Don't miss this
movie. It'll leave a smile on your lips
for some time to come. (***)

¥
TEXICAN TACO CO.
¥
A Tex-Mex Cafe & Cantina
¥
serving the UAH student
¥
¥
¥
We serve Fajitas, Soft Tacos,
Guacamole, Nachos, Salads,
¥
¥
¥
¥
JJMD.ROCK.CANI.INA;
¥
Thurs. - UAH Night
¥
Buy a steak or chicken fajita soft taco and get one free with this coupon,
¥
10/31/87
Longnecks - $1.00
^Application deadline for Homecoming^

November*
13 & 14 {

534-TACO
(carry out)

2313 Whitesburg D

expires

JKing & Queen is 5 p.m., October 30. *
^Forms available at the University^
^Center Information desk.
*

Lone Star

.
•cC\P^

Bucket of 6 on ice - $5.50
Corona Extra - $2.00
Bucket of 6 - $10.00

Fri. & Sat. - Call for beer special & live
entertainment information.
Monday-Wednesday

llam-9prn

Thursday-Saturday

Midnight
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Health and Nutrition

Flu shots, contact lens in the news
by Judith Sheldon
King Features Syndicate

October 25 starts "National Adult
Immunization Awareness Week."
According to Representative Edward
R. Roybal, Chairman of the House
Select Committee on Aging, infectious
diseases such as flu and pneumonia
still take too many lives among adults,
particularly among the elderly.
He cites the sad fact that
pneumococcal pneumonia is the sixth
leading cause of death in the United
States, and among older folks the
death rate is 10 times higher than
among the general population.
Roybal also points out that influenza
is another major killer of the elderly.
"In the past 30 years, we have

experienced 16 epidemics that have distilled water.
each claimed 10,000 lives, most of them
A study by the Centers for Disease
over the age of 60," he said.
Control finds that using these
The Congressman is encouraged saline solutions as a rinsing agent
that health experts from around the after disinfecting or as a wetting agent
country gathered at the Federal for inserting the lenses can transmit
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta the acanthamoeba directly to the eye
several months ago to develop where the lens keeps the amoeba in
strategies to encourage adults to be place as it starts the infection process.
immunized against not only flu and
Preventative methods are certainly
pneumonia, but also preventable in order. One is to use commercial
diseases such as measles, rubella, cleansing solutions.
diptheria, tetanus and hepatitis B.
Another preventative method is
DANGER: People who wear soft frequent disinfection. The CDC found
contact lenses may be risking that keratitis appeared more often
blindness from an infection of the among those who disinfected their
cornea called acanthamoeba keratitis, lenses less often than those who stuck
caused by an amoeba that may to the recommended disinfecting
sometimes be found in homemade
saline cleansers made with non-sterile

schedules.
Keratitis also appeared more often
among people who kept their lenses in
while swimming. However, the CDC
researchers pointed out that people
who tend to ignore recommended
disinfecting schedules might tend to
ignore recommendations to remove
lenses for swimming.
The CDC investigators stressed the
importance of cleaning and
disinfectine the lenses in sterile
solutions each time they are removed.
Also, to minimize chances of infection
even more, the wearers' hands shuld be
washed anytime the lenses are
handled.

Photographic talent of Garrett
(continued from page 5)
a pencil artist and also a UAH
graduate, Garrett has presented
complementary images in HALMA
exhibitions. He has been recognised as
a Fellow of the Huntsville
Photographic Society. Incidentally,
Garrett has recently been invited, by
Dr. Gary Biller who is Director of
Student Development Programs at
UAH, to assist students who are
reorganizing the UAH Camera Club.
Over theyears Garrett has developed
his own philosophy concerning
photography. Foremost he regards
photography, for himself, as a hobby.
However, he believes that non
professionals can also engage in
quality photography. He offers a few
fundamental pointers that often are
misplaced in the mind of the poor
photographer.
"Photograph really means picture
(or print) made with light." It is light
and light patterns, and not necessarily
the object, that make a picture. Also
you should not just go out and shoot a
picture,
"You have to get to a point
_•••!!•
where you can look at a scene and\

visualize what the picture is going to be
like." Then you must work with all
variables required to enhance your
desired image.
If he had a choice to invest himself
more completely in photography Gene
Garrett would direct his skills toward
creating what he terms "environmen
tal potraits." With this scheme, as a
photographer, you would follow your
client around shooting pictures of them
as they go about their normal daily
routine. "They will eventually get over
having you around them so much, and
will be no longer intensely conscious of
your presence and their being photo
graphed. Then you will be able to get
very good portraits that truly reflect
their personality," concluded Garrett."
Award-winning photographs by
Gene Garrett, UAH Bursar, are
shown here. At right is a Christmas
scene from downtown Huntsville,
and below is Barn #4, a photograph
included in a 1986 book on awardwinning photographs.
(photos by Gene Garrett)
/

|ALCOHOL AWARENESS;
October 28th, 1987

NAB

NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE

CONTEST
WIN $50.00
- submit your favorite non-alcoholic beverage recipe
and you may win $50.00.
- Turn in your recipe to student development services
by October 21, 1987.
- Entries will be judged on taste, presentation, and
p originality.
- Open to UAH students & student organizations
U.S. Department of Transportation

- A selection of these NABS will be served at the NAB
BAR in the U.C. on October 28.
- The winner will be announced at 2:30 pm at the
conclusion of the Alcohol Awareness Day on
October 28th, UC Exhibit Hall A.
- YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN
sponsored by

Student Development Services

DRINKING AND DRIVING
"CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP:

113 U.C.
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The Farm searches for better living environment
by Traci Collins
intern reporter
The gates opened a new philosophy of living and a different philosophy of
education for Dr Reese Kilgo and the Student Education Association as they
were welcomed into a world of "free thinkers" in Summertown, Tennessee.
Last Saturday, Oct. 17, the group was taken behind the gates to observe a
counterculture commune known as "The Farm." Considering themselves a
cooperative community, about 300 people live together on 1,750 acres in the
woods of Tennessee.
The Farm began in 1971 with the hope of establishing a strongly cohesive,
outwardly-directed community that could, by action and example, have a
positive effect on the world as a whole. These visions were cast in the mid '60s
when many people went through a culture change that took them away from
their roots and cast them adrift, searching for something better. This was
known as the Hippie Era. People were disillusioned by the Vietnam War,
disturbed by increasing violence and injustices in the nation, encouraged by
the success of the Civil Rights and other movements, and empowered by the

"We recognize that people have a wide
range of social values, but we do not accept
the use of violence, anger, force, or
intimidation for solving problems
strength of their convictions and their numbers. Many gravitated toward the
West Coast, looking for alternatives.
In 1970 Stephen Gaskin, a college professor of linguistics, led a caravan of
more than 300 Californians to the South to start an experimental community
where ideals could find expression in daily lives.
"It was and continues to be a school of living. We are always learning more
and more about what makes us the persons we are and how to relate to others
in a comforting and positive manner," explained Cindy, who has been a
member for 13 years. "What makes you high are good morals, what brings you
down are bad ones. We want to take those good morals and create a culture
that is pure and nonviolent and free of judgment, the way things should be; a
perfect society."
In searching for this perfect society, The Farm focuses on agreement and
mutual respect to generate a friendly working environment. "We recognize
that there are many paths toward realizing personal ideals and that people
have a wide range of individual social values, but as a group, we do not accept
the use of violence, anger, force or intimidation for solving problems. Thefabric

of our community is created by our friendship and respect for one another,"
commented Cindy.
The institutions developed by The Farm to organize their community have
changed over the years and will continue to change. From 1971 to 1983, The
Farm had a traditional communal economy. Anyone joining The Farm gave
everything they owned to the common treasury, and anything earned or
received by any member belonged to the whole group. This free economy led to
several business failures, overcrowding (once, 75 people shared one house),
and mismanagement, which resulted in severe financial crises and rampant
poverty. The "community pot," which they tried for years, was not enough to
keep The Farm from the threat of bankruptcy.
In 1983, they reorganized their communal economy. Individual members
became responsible for providing for their own living expenses and
contributing to the support of the community. This decision took The Farms'
population down from its peak of 1,400 members to the present 300.
Although this change was difficult, it put the community back on a solid
financial footing. About one-third of the adults in the community work in
nearby towns to support themselves and their families. Some are members of
The Farm's construction company. Others are medical, financial, or legal
professionals. The rest of the folks make their living right on The Farm. The
community has its own book publishing company, electronics business, and a
soy dairy.
The Farm's largest community project is their school program. It is
considered to be a "free school" or "alternative school," one that carries with it
the philosophy of the community.
The children are taught in a
nonthreatening, noncompetitive atmosphere. There are 56 children attending
the K—12 program, which hassix teachers and many parent volunteers. Many
books and materials are donated, and parents give time to prepare meals and
teach crafts. Both parents and students take care of school maintenance. A
good part of the students' tuition is paid for by the parents' working in the
school. The school's governing policy is developed by students, parents, and
teachers working together in "group meetings" patterned after those of
Summerhill, a famous English experimental school.
"Since we first came here, we've had the satisfaction of realizing many
of the dreams and aspirations with which we began. After more than a decade
on this land, we appreciate even more the security of a tightly-knit,
compassionate, community environment," said one member. "Our children
have the freedom to explore the woods or go anywhere in our village in safety.
The adults that they interact with are honest and caring. We have very
nurturing and healthful surroundings.
"No one has to carry the burden of his or her problems alone, or to bear the
entire brunt of some catastrophe. We hold a common belief that our outward
works and goals should be compatible with how we choose to live—and we
choose to live in a community with one another," he said.

Wopat performs to small audience
(continued from page 9)
turnout, however. One student had the
following to say about the poor student
support which seems to plague the
Cabaret: "I think it's due to apathy.
Back in '83 when I was in high school,
there was a much better turnout for

worse acts, and no free cokes.
"Advertising could be better with
more flyers because that's what you
really see. Also, whoever was SGA
president back in '83 was pretty active
in pulling for these events, and that
helped a lot," the student said.
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Alcohol Information Seminars

N TO
US1SH1P

8:00 pm

I

University Center, Room 132
Conducted by Anne Bell, B.A., R.N., C.A.C.

!

2. ALCOHOLISM
October 27

I
Is it a psychiatric disorder or a disease? Physical 0

affects of alcohol/drugs on the body.
Recovery.

Relapse and p
^

3. TWELVE STEPS OF RECOVERY

Winter

Term:

November 3

Tuesday/Thursday
R Period

twelve steps and discuss each.

0

4. "THE BIG BOOK"

P0

it applies today although it was written in 1939.

0

Why it is called this. Overview of The Big Book - how 0

rA November 17

This course will be team-taught by Patricia
Perry (Director of the Small Business
Development Center) and several successful local
entrepreneurs, including Richard Swann (president
of Panelogie, Inc.) and Richard Reeves (president
of General Digital Industries). Space is limited,
so register early.

|

How, who, and when was founded. What are the p

!

4 November 24

I
§
2

5. ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

I

areas of relationships, jobs, and self-concept.

0

How being raised in either addictive or §
~
dysfunctional family affects today's living issues in ^

6. DRINKING AS A SYMPTOM OF UNDERLYING
|
PROBLEMS Is there such a thing as an "Addictive 0
Personality"? Resources available where do we go 0
from here.
^

for further information contact
Student Development Services at 895-6203

I

0

0

I
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QJou/t ^o/toscope
Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) You're in a cooperative mood
and are glad to help out when others need you, whether at
work or at home. Family members are in agreement
concerning financial
matters. All in all, this is a
harmonious week.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20) Someone who is close to
you finally solves a problem which has been bothersome
for quite some time. Although you are productive, don't
hesitate to ask for help if needed.
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) A positive attitude goes a
long way for you this week concerning your career plans.
Business partners see your way of thinking and are in
agreement. When socializing, stick to the tried and true.
Moon Children (June 21 to July 22) It is important to
spend some time with your family this week. Plan on a
special luncheon or get-together for this. Your energy is at
a high point, so take advantage and get things done.

S

by Chas. King Cooper
King Features Syndicate

Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) It would be wise to devote this
week to catching up on various tasks which have been
neglected. Also, look over your finances. You just might
have missed paying an important bill. Communication is
favored which goes far to effect changes.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Although you haven't
solicited it, someone close to you seeks you out to share a
confidence. While you may find it difficult to stay neutral,
this is no time for you to interfere. Get out and socialize to
take your mind off this.

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) Check your mail carefully
this week. Something which you would normally discard
without reading just might be an opportunity. Domestic
chores need your attention, so spend time getting the
house spiffed up. Invite company for the weekend.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Your best work will be
accomplished privately this week, although several
business meetings may be on your schedule. Pay attention
to details of a certain assignment to make sure that it is
completed correctly.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Your wardrobe has long
been neglected (not characteristic of you). Get out and do
some shopping to correct that situation. You'll feel like a
new person. Tasks which you normally dislike will be
easier to tackle.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Travel is in the stars this
week, whether it be a planned trip or an unexpected
business trip. Your adventurous nature will take over and
you'll get to see some interesting places, as well as meet
new people.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Tops on your list of
things to do this week is some charity work. Consider
volunteering at a local hospital or nursing home. Those of
you who are intellectual might want to get involved in
some local literacy programs for adults.

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) You have some legitimate
financial concerns on your mind. It would be wise to seek
out the advice of some experts on this. Be sure to examine
more than just one point of view. Concentrate also on
what's going on at work.

QXXJ2/
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ALL MY CHILDREN : Erica came out of surgery and asked about their
baby. Travis reassured her their unborn son survived the shooting, although
Jeff told Mark and Mona there really was no way yet to know if the baby will be
all right. Tinsley saved Julie from a menacing gang of boys. He told her to go
home, running away doesn't solve anything. Creed, who said he was in public
relations, offered Julie a job. Natalie lied about her relationship with Ross,
insisting that he had raped her. Jeremy traced Damon and Silver to Pine
Valley. Silver told Borelli she shot Erica, but it wasn't her fault. Damon
corroborated her story but said Silver had been programmed by her mother,
Goldie, taking suspicion away from himself. Wait to see: Jeremy's premo
nitions take on new, ominous overtones for himself and Silver.
ANOTHER WORLD: Jamie insisted that Lisa continue to try to make
mental contact with the comatose Vicky. John told Donna Michael was the
target of Reginald's schemes. John also told her that blood and tissue samples
from Vicky proved the twins were John's daughters, not Michael's. Sam
realized he was becoming interested in Amanda and has her sent back to the
floater pool; she can't work in the layout office anymore. Cheryl began to move
out of the picture when she saw how much Scott and Dawn seem to mean to
each other. Wait to see: Reginald has another ace up his sleeve.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Frannie realized she had acted hastily when
she learned about Seth and Sabrina. But what else could she have done? Tom's
suspicions about Nick grew. On the surface, James' reactions to Barbara's
comments seemed surprising. Wait to see: Tom finds new evidence about
James. But will anyone believe it?
THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL: Rosemary's belief in Ron's innocence
gave him new hope that he'd be let off the rape charge. Caroline anguished
over reliving the details of the rape. Donna was frantic over the possibility of
being pregnant and what she might have to do about- it. Ridge's feelings of
anger over Caroline's apparent love for Thorne grew more intense. Wait to
see: Florence sees a way to help her son, Ron, at Caroline's expense.
DALLAS: Bobby and Cliff and the rest of the Ewings started searching for
Pam, fearful that the mystery figure is involved in her disappearance. J.R.
welcomed an alluring lady from his past. Jenna reconsidered her feelings
about Ray. Cliff and Dandy were reunited. Wait to see: Sue Ellen sees
something very special in her future with Nicholas.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Shane was upset at the prospect of working
closely with Gabrielle. Jack told Kayla he knew she still yearned for Patch.
Mike and Bill refused to allow Jennifer to visit her mentally ill mother, Laura.
Patch was moved when Justin asked him for Adrienne's hand in marriage.
Roman and Diana tiffed but made up and agreed to be partners again. Harper
wondered if Kayla knew about the adoption papers, and if she did, then she
knew too much! Wait to see: Eve decides to use the "secret" Shane told her to
keep from Kim.
FALCON CREST: John Remick's presence was more unsettling for
Angela than she wanted to let on. Angela's concern for Chao-Li left an
indelible impression on him. Melissa was concerned about what seemed to be a
growing rift between her and Lance. Wait to see: John has more surprises in
store for Angela and Maggie.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: After returning from a visit to her mother,
Melissa vowed to break with Zack and Val's crowd. Monica returned to the
islands to build the promised clinic. She put Tiffany in charge of HTI. Duke
was pleased to see his old friend Angel. Andy, still popping pills, suggested
Simone to go to a hotel with him. A mystery woman turned up at Robert's
office. Edward fretted over Herbert's real intentions. Wait to see: Angel can
cause some hellish moments for Duke.
GUIDING LIGHT: Josh realized his break with Reva would never be as
clean as he thought. Alan-Michael and Dinah continued to feel drawn to each
other regardless of the problems they were getting into. Johnny's future
continued to be cloudy. Wait to see: Josh begins to wonder if he can make
changes in his life before it's too late.
KNOTS LANDING: Gary believed Abby confessed to Peter Hollister's
murder to save her daughter, Olivia. Jill fretted over Gary's continuing
relationship with Abby and Jill. Mack also doubted Abby's guilt but worried
about who the real murderer would kill next. Wait to see: Laura has a lot to
say.
LOVING: Alan started the fire to kill April. Instead, Jim and Ned were able
to save April but were too late for Alan. Ava, who had planned a huge wedding

by Seli Groves
King Features Syndicate

for herself and Clay, was devastated when Clay told her to scale down her
plans. She was crushed even more when hesaid he had very little time for their
honeymoon. Cabot was shocked that Clay ousted Shana as president, and
insisted that he ask her to return. Gwyn swore revenge on Ann for starting
rumors that she and Rick were lovers. Wait to see: Lily uses another tactic to
win Jack for good.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Elizabeth ruined Mari Lynn's party by telling people
not to go. Billie returned to Wade's life and immediately caused problems for
him. Wanda asked Gilbert to be her partner in the new restaurant. Frank told
Sandra someone would get them in prison if he didn't pay off the loan sharks.
Jamie arranged for Nurse Dixon to kill Sandra and make it look like suicide.
Tina found Sandra's body hanging in the cell, unaware she'd been injected
with heroin. Tina began to hallucinate, seeing Maria in Nurse Dixon's face.
Wait to see: Tina realizes she is being set up, but for what?
RYAN'S HOPE: Jack got custody of Zena for a three-month trial. Dakota
and Augie Price hatched a scheme for Augie to fake a bad reaction to a bee
sting and then ask Concetta for a drug used to treat reactions to bee stings.
However, this drug could also cause heart attacks, and Augie planned to fake
such an attack to bring a malpractice suit against Concetta. Delia told Nancy
Don to get into Ben's bed naked. Ben confronted her and told her to let him go.
Emily told Jack she loves him, but she's not sure Richard Rowan will let her go.
Wait to see: Ryan faces a crucial choice.
SANTA BARBARA: After Julio's death, a prison guard named Carl told
Cruz he'll act to protect him from harm. Later, Carl shot a man who attacked
Cruz with a knife. Eden chained her wheelchair to the courthouse door and
then told the press about Keith's unscrupulous behavior. Tori agreed to do
Mel's movie although Mason had objected. T.J. suggested Jake try out for the
movie. Pamela told Gina that C.C. had thrown her out, but kept her son,
Mason. Wait to see: Pamela finds an ally in Gina.
THE YOUNG AND RESTLESS: Rex began to fret about his feelings for
Kay and the ruse he was being paid to perpetuate. Andy continued to worry
about Faren's real feelings about her daughter and Evan. Phillip's resolve to
stay sober seemed to be weakening. Danny was beginning to think Gina might
really have seen a man who resembled their father. Marc felt he was close to
getting things his way at Jabot. Victor persisted in his belief that Ashley
would return to him. Wait to see: Kay begins to wonder about Rex in a way she
hadn't wonder about anyone for a long time.

A.C.E. Film Series presents:

THE
BUDDY HOLLY

STORY

H/> sloiy will Ihive wit singiitg,
laughing, crying, charing
ami stomping your fed.

October 24, 1987
8:15 p.m.
University Center
""The Buddy Holly Story" is a tority-an emotionally charged, well-rendered
portrait."
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by Rea McLeroy
for The Exponent
SOCCER NOTES
On October 14 the UAH soccer team
(5-4) lost to Berry College (9-3) by a
score of 1-3. Bill Brotherton scored the
Chargers' only goal; this goal was
unassisted. Keeper Roger Smith was
responsible for eight saves and allowed
two goals. Keeper Steve Little had five
saves and allowed two goals.
UAH named Bill Brotherton as the
October 5-11 Player of the Week.
During this time period, the Charger
team defeated Rhodes College,
Tennessee Tech and the University of
Alabama in Birmingham. According
to Coach Ostap Stromecky,
"Brotherton played his position well,
especially against UAB." When UAH
defeated UAB by a score of 1-0,
Brotherton scored the Chargers' only
goal. This goal was unassisted.
Stromecky believes that Brotherton
"was instrumental in maintaining this
lead through his continuous and
unselfish display of skills, judgement
and total dedication."
MEN'S BASKETBALL NOTES
The men's basketball team held its
first practice on October 15 at 12:01
a.m. Prior to the practice, members of
the Huntsville media played a game
against a team composed of UAH
faculty, staff, and alumni. The media
tfeam, coached by UAH SID Julie
Woltjen, won by a score of 42-41.
Following the game refreshments were
available compliments of Mr. Gatti's
Pizza, Stanlieo's Submarine Sand
wiches and Chambers Bottling
Company.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL NOTES
The UAH women's basketball team
is holding practice every day from 1 to
3 p.m. Their first game will be against
Mobile College on November 21.
HOCKEY NOTES
The UAH hockey team season
opener will be October 30. The
Chargers will play the number two
ranked University of Maine-Orono at
home.

Charger sports
this week
Oct. 21
Oct. 22
Oct. 23-24
Oct. 24
Oct. 26
Oct. 26

Soccer hosts
Memphis State
Volleyball hosts
Alabama A&M
Volleyball at
West Georgia Tourney
Soccer at Huntingdon
Volleyball hosts
Montevallo
Soccer at Mercer College
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Bulldogs maul Chargers 4-1

A&M scored two more goals on UAH
Jetsu, and Mohammed Khodabandeh), Olukanni, this enabled the Bulldogs to
in the second half, making it almost
the Chargers were at an automatic leap ahead 1-0.
disadvantage.
The Chargers came back with a goal impossible for the Chargers to even tie
"The second half exhausted our of their own as Ahmad Wehbe tied the the game.
In their October 18 game against
the Alabama A&M Bulldogs, the UAH players since they were not able to game 1-1 with Bill Brotherton's
A vicious game, many UAH players
Charger soccer team was downed 4-1. rotate due to injuries," said UAH assistance. This was done with 18:38 received injuries. Tough guys Jody
Held at Joe Davis Stadium, the game Soccer Coach Dr. Ostap Stromecky. minutes left on the clock.
Joiner and Roger Smith painted the
allowed both teams to once again settle "While at the same time A&M was
UAH was not able to score again turf red. Joiner had several stiches put
their 11 year rivalry on the field. Thus rotating frequently; thusly giving after Wehbe's goal. Though they were in above his left eye, and Smith
far A&M holds a 9-1-1 lead over UAH. fresh energy to this highly spirited doing well during the first half. A&M's suffered from both a bloody nose and a
"It was a hard game to lose. It takes game. If seniors Frank Davies, Mikko second goal 40:15 into the half delt a shiner to match it.
The Chargers will be playing
us out of a winning season and puts us Jetsu, and Mohammed Khodabandeh severe blow to the Chargers- a blow
Memphis State today on Charger Field
into an average one," said UAH goalie were in the game, the outcome would from which they never recovered.
Roger Smith.
have been different."
Said UAH goalie Roger Smith of the at 2 p.m. On October 24, they will be on
The Bulldogs were able to dig up the game against A&M: "It's something the road playing Huntington. They
The rivals met on the field ready to
play. With three starters forced to sit first goal against the Chargers 12:53 we're not going to hear the end of until will play another away game against
the game out (Frank Davies, Mikko into the first half. Scored by Segun we beat them."
Mercer on October 26.

by Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Chargers drop one to A&M
The Charger soccer team took on erosstown rival Alabama A&M last
weekend. In a hard-fought game, the Bulldogs defeated the Chargers 4-1.
In the photo at left, UAH goalie Steven Little (center) successfully punches
the ball out, preventing A&M from scoring a fifth goal.
Below, Ed Kelly (#9) grounds the ball in an attempt to win control before the
Bulldogs move in for the kill.
(photos by Cindy Rodriguez)

Men's basketball team has first practice
by Lara Lee
intern reporter
Where were you at 12:01 a.m.
Thursday? While many of you were
soundly sleeping or watching late
night TV, approximately forty
students turned out to watch the first
UAH Chargers Men's Basketball team
practice. But why practice at 12:01?
According to Head Coach Mike
Scarano, 12:01 a.m. Thursday was the
earliest possible moment allowed by
the NCAA to practice.
The late practice did not seem to
have any effect on the team. Coach
Scarano said the players seemed to
enjoy the practice and many did not
realize it was midnight. The 12:01 a.m.

practice will become a tradition at
UAH, Coach Scarano feels and will be
something for the team to look forward
to each year.
The Chargers began their
conditioning program with fifteen
team members. The team has slimmed
down to eleven, with four leaving for
one reason or another. But out of the
remaining eleven, only eight are
eligible to play. One player, Travis
Kellum, is recovering from
knee
surgery, and the remaining two are
being redshirted since they are
academically ineligible from
last
quarter. The redshirts will be unable to
play until the beginning of the winter
quarter. Although they are notallowed
to participate in the games, the players.

will be able to practice with the team.
But they will still miss exactly half of
the season.
Coach Scarano feels the Chargers
will be very competitive this year and
when asked whether or not he felt UAH
could beat Alabama A&M this year, he
answered with an enthusiastic "yes."
He continued to say that they couldwin if they play consistently and cut
out their mistakes.
The Chargers' first game will be
November 20-21, at the Gannon
Tournament in Erie, PA and the first
home game will be in the
Thanksgiving Tournament beginning
November 27-28.

1987-88
UAH Men's
Basketball Team

# 10
# 12
# 14
# 22
# 24
# 25
# 30
# 33
# 34
# 44
# 54

Ronald Ford
Scott Nix
Brian Harris
Mark Wiggins
Terry Scruggs
David McCracken
Ron McCrary
Thomas Jones
Travis Kellum
Gunars Balodis
Chris Wood

Soph.
Fresh.
Fresh.
Soph.
Soph.
Senior
Junior
Soph.
Junior
Soph.
Senior
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Lazy autumn day
perfect for fishing
by Kim Glasgow
Exponent staff
Bass and bream were the catch of the
day at the UAH Fishing Rodeo, held
Oct. 17 at the campus duck pond.
Despite the cool temperatures, a few
hardy fishermen arrived in time to
make their first cast of the day at 5 a.m.
sharp.
Over 75 people came to the rodeo
throughout the day. As the day wore
on, the weather cooperated and
provided a clear warm day.
Most of the people showed up to try
their luck at fishing. Several others,
though, took the opportunity to sit by
the pond, catch up on the latest news
with old friends, and just enjoy one of
the last warm days of the year.
By 6:30 p.m., the remaining
fishermen
reluctantly packed their
gear and weighed their biggest single
fish.
Spencer Glasgow, Jr., won the first
place prize with his 2 lb. bass. He
received a $25 gift certificate from The
Fisherman's Choice.

This father and son spent the
day at the Fishing Rodeo last
Saturday. It was a perfect day for
fishing or just relaxing by the
duck pond.

Second place went to Charles
Hoskins, who weighed in a 1 3/4 lb.
bass. He received a $15 gift certificate
from The Fisherman's Choice.
Henry Binford came in third with his
1 1/2 lb. bass. He received a $10 gift
certificate from The Fisherman's
Choice.
This marked the fifth
time The
Exponent has sponsored the rodeo.
Originally an annual event, The
Exponent now sponsors the fishing
rodeo three times a year-spring,
summer and fall quarters.
According to Cindy Rodriguez,
Exponent editor, the event has
always been well-received.
"Every time we've sponsored the
fishing
rodeo, we've had a good
turnout," she said. "At the end of the
day, people always come up to us and
ask when we'll be having the next
fishing rodeo.
"It started out as just once a year, but
since the response was so great, we're
now holding the rodeo once a quarter,"
she said.

(Crossword puzzles,
MagicMaze on page 6)

Free tickets available at UC Information Desk
for various events at Von Braun Civic Center
This is a list of the free tickets that
will be distributed at the University
Center (UC) Information Desk.
These tickets are provided by the
Student Government Association

for currently enrolled UAH
students. A VALID UAH ID is
required to obtain any free tickets.
These tickets are distributed on a
first come, first served basis. WE

CANNOT HOLD TICKETS FOR
ANYONE.
No tickets will be
distributed before 8:30 a.m. For
more information, please call the
UC Information Desk at 895-6009.
#

Show
Dates

MONTH/EVENT

OCTOBER
Huntsville Community Chorus
Testament of Freedom
Broadway Theatre League
"Big River"

NOVEMBER

Dates
Available

24

Oct. 16

26 &27

Oct. 19

(1

Oct. 27

Huntsville Concert Association
The Great Gershwin Concert
Huntsville Little Theatre
"The Real Inspector Hound" & "After
Margritte"

13,14, 19, 20 & 21

Nov. 6

Huntsville Symphony Orchestra
Guest Organist Kenneth Turvey

14

Nov. 6

3, 4 & 5

Nov. 30

5

Nov. 30

DECEMBER
Twickenham Repertory Company
"The Art of Dining"
Huntsville Community Chorus
Christmas Lights

19

Dec. 11

Huntsville Concert Association
The Ronnie Cole Concert

9

Jan. 4

Broadway Theatre League
"Cats"

18 & 19

Jan. 11

Broadway Theatre League
"I'm Not Rappaport"

I&2

Jan. 25

Huntsville Concert Association
Mr. Daniels Original Silver Cornet Band

II

Feb. 5

Huntsville Symphony Orchestra
Concert With Community Chorus

13

Feb. 5

Huntsville Little Theatre
"Foxfire"

19, 20, 25, 26 & 27

Feb. 12

Huntsville Community Chorus
"Elijah"

27

Feb. 19

Huntsville Symphony Orchestra
Christmas Concert

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

This list does not include University Playhouse
performances. University Playhouse tickets are
also available free at the UC Information Desk.

ANSWER: BACH

TEXICAN TACO CO.
(2313 Whitesburg Drive)

HELP WANTED
FOR ALL POSITIONS

Watch the UC Info Ticket Board for these shows
as well as tickets to other campus events.

Waiters, waitresses, cashiers
and kitchen help. All hours, par
time or full time. Will worl
around your classes.
Drop by Monday—Saturday
between the hours of 8 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. or 2-5 p.m.

Please no phone calls.

Brotherton honored
as player of the week

Wednesday, October

Exponent/University Bookstore

College Football *87

by Rea McLeroy
for The Exponent

CONTEST!

The University of Alabama in
Huntsville has named soccer player
Bill Brotherton as the October 5-11
Player of the Week.
During this time period, the Charger
team defeated Rhodes College,
Tennessee Tech, and the University of
Alabama in Birmingham. According
to Coach Ostap Stromecky,
"Brotherton played his position well,
especially against UAB."
When UAH defeated UAB by a score
of 1-0, Brotherton scored the Chargers'
only goal. This goal was unassisted.
Stromecky believes that Brotherton
"was instrumental in maintaining this
lead through his continuous and
unselfish desplay of skills, judgment,
and total dedication."
Prior to joining the UAH team.
Brotherton played soccer at Huntsville
High School.

GRAND PRIZE
One Briefcase
One UAH Satin Jacket
and a

WEEKLY PRIZES
A Different Surprize each week!
I Our grand prize winner will be selected at the end of the season by random draw from among the
I weekly contest winners.

CONTEST FIVE
(photo courtesy

Athletics)

-Volleyball update

Chargers finish last
in UNA Tournament

by Damon Jones
sports reporter

Last Saturday, the UAH volleyball
team travelled to Florence to play in a
tournament hosted by the University
of North Alabama (UNA).
Six teams competed in the
tournament, including UNA, UAH,
Troy State, Jacksonville State,
Livingston, and Eckerd (Fla.)
University. Despite going in with a
"positive attitude," the Chargers
finished last in the tournament.
"We really went down there with a
positive attitude," stated head coach
Leila Nabors, "but when it came down
to playing some serious ball, we just
couldn't get our act together. We have
had the opportunity several times to
play a successful game but we just

lacked that 'killer instinct.'"
Although the team has not had a
successful season thus far, any lack of
organization can be attributed to this
being only the second season that
UAH has had a volleyball team.
"We're a young team doing our best
to mature as much as possible. I'm
proud of the way my girls have hung in
there, and it all comes down to time.
Time will prove to help us play better,"
Nabors concluded.
UAH played Sewannee last night
and is preparing for tomorrow night's
game against crosstown rival
Alabama A&M.
"Thursday is going to be a tough
match. I hope we can play up to our
potential and I'm really confident that
we'll see some tough competition,"
added Nabors.

1987 Intramural Football Standings
Week #2
October 18, 1987
The results for Week 2 of the -Champs over Old Swillers, 24-6;
intramural football games, played -ATO over Soldiers of Satan, 24-0;
Oct. 18, are as follows:
-Barbarians over Pikes, 20-0;
-Delta Chi Dawgs over Champs, 20-8;
MEN'S DIVISION
-Kappa Alpha Psi over GDI, 14-6.
-Kettle over Bombers, 14-6;
BSU over Aeta Moon Pies, 10-8;
WOMEN'S DIVISION
-BSU over Aeta Moon Pies, 10-8;
-BSU/BSA over
-Dolphins over
Kappa Delta by forfeit.
Sigma Chi Gamma, 12-0;

Tie

Auburn

Miss State

1

i

Georgia

Kentucky

I

1

Vanderbilt

Ole Miss

Arkansas

Houston

Notre Dame

Southern Cal

TCU

|

|

—

1

Baylor

Ohio State

Minnesota

Michigan

Indiana

Tulane

Va Tech

Georgia Tech

Tennessee

Purdue

Iowa

Boston College

West Virginia

Missouri

Okla State

i
I
1
1 1
I 1
1 1
1 I
1 1
1
1

1

• •
_J
D
•
P
•
1
|
r

Oklahoma

Colorado

Brigham Young I

Hawaii

|

TIE BREAKER:

Predict the total points in the Georgia-Kentucky game

ADDRESS
CITY
It's easy to enter. Test your football wizardry.

MEN'S DIVISION
A

B

C

BARBARIANS
BOMBERS
BSU
CHAMPS
GDI

CONFERENCE
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

OVERALL
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-2
0-2

KETTLE
DOLPHINS
AETA MOON PIES
OLD SWILLERS
SOLDIERS OF SATAN

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
2-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

ATO
DELTA CHI DAWGS
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
PIKES
SIGMA CHI GAMMA

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
2-0
1-1
0-2
0-2

WOMEN'S DIVISION
BSU/BSA
DELTA ZETA
KAPPA DELTA

2-0
1-1
1-1

RULES
1) Select one winning team or a tie for each game listed. Two marks or no mark
will be judged a missed game.
tht combined Points scored by both teams in this tie-breaker game.
oI
3) Weekly Winner will be determined by the most correct games selected In
case of a tie the tie-breaker will be used to determine which contestant is closer
to the combined score of the two teams.
4)Decision of the judges is final.
I 5)Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground floor of
the University Center, by 5:00 p.m. Friday preceding the game day.
6)Only three entries per contestant per week are permitted.
7)EmpIoyees of the University Bookstore and the University Center as well as
| Exponent staff are ineligible.
8)Each weekly winner will be awarded a specialy weekly prize by the
bookstore, have their name announced as the weekly winner in the Exponent
and be eligible for the grand prize drawing.
9)Only weekly winners will be eligible for the Grand Prize drawing at the end
of the season.

And the winner is:
I Andy Bunn was the winner of last week's football contest
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Forecasters recover
from two-week slump
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

The past two weeks have been
"" unreal, as I said last week. Upsets
have reared their ugly heads
everywhere we turn.
Weekend before last, Memphis Str.te
upset Alabama, Indiana upset Ohio
State, and Michigan State upset
Michigan. Last weekend, Alabama
-shocked Tennessee, Texas stunned
Arkansas, and, lo and behold,
Syracuse beat Penn State.

This week looks a little more
promising
LSU, Alabama, and
FSU are all idle, which means they
can't be upset or upset anyone.
I had the chance this weekend to see
Alabama beat Tennessee in person.
There is nothing in this world quite like
the excitement of an intense college
rivalry football game. All you need is
hot dogs, pom-poms, your school shirt,
and good lungs to scream with.

Enough selling football tickets; let's
talk forecasts. Our own editor, Cindy
Rodriguez, led the pack this week with
a score of 12-3. She correctly predicted
the Alabama runaway over Tennessee
and the Southern Miss win over a
stunned Mississippi State.
So far, Doug Ross is in the lead with a
record of 45-13-2. Will that lead widen
or will someone else move into the top
spot? Stay tuned and stay tuned up.

guest. &tb\ele=Exponent staff—guest student:

College football
games on
October 24

Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Miss. St. at Auburn
Ga. Tech at Tennessee
Kentucky at Georgia
Vandy at Ole Miss
Arizona St.
at Oregon St.
Colorado at Oklahoma
Miami at Cincinnatti
Southern California
at Notre Dame
Minnesota at Ohio St.
Michigan at Indiana
Kansas St.
at Nebraska
California at UCLA
Princeton at Harvard
Purdue at Iowa
NC State at Clemson
last week's results
overall results

Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

Dr. Joe Manjone
HPE

Doug Ross
hockey coach

Eric Ward
UAH athletics

Becky Hawkins Morgan Andriulli Barry Simpson
features editor
IPG Poli-Sci
crew team __

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Auburn

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Georgia

Kentucky

Georgia

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Vandy

Ole Miss

Vandy

Ole Miss

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Arizona St.

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Miami

Southern Cal

Notre Dame

Southern Cal

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Ohio St.
Michigan

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio State

Minnesota

Ohio St.

Ohio St.

Ohio St

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Michigan

Indiana

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

UCLA

California

Harvard

Harvard

Harvard

Harvard

Harvard

Princeton

Princeton

Harvard

Iowa

Iowa

Purdue

Iowa

Iowa

Purdue

Iowa

Iowa

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

NC State

12-3
40-18-2

11-4
45-13-2

11-4
44-14-2

10-5
45-13-2

9-6
43-15-2

9-6
43-15-2

10-5
42-16-2

Student Government Elections
Will be held November 17 & 18
Applications/Nominations a r e b e i n g accepted starring
Wednesday, October 14 for the following positions:
5GA LEGISLATOR
(Eight twelve-month positions)

STUDENT AFAIR5 ADVISORY BOARD
REPRESENTATIVE from the School of
Primary Medical Core
(one position)

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE for
ASSOCIATION for CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT (A.C.E.)

the

<three positions)

Applications may be picked up at the University Center Information Desk.
Applications MUST be turned into UC 100 by Wednesday,
October 28 at 5:00 p.m.

10-5
44-14-2

